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Abstract: In photoswitches that undergo fluorescence
switching upon ultraviolet irradiation, photolumines-
cence and photoisomerization often occur simultane-
ously, leading to unstable fluorescence properties. Here,
we successfully demonstrated reversible solid-state triple
fluorescence switching through “Pump–Trigger” multi-
photon manipulation. A novel fluorescence photoswitch,
BOSA-SP, achieved green, yellow, and red fluorescence
under excitation by pump light and isomerization
induced by trigger light. The energy ranges of photo-
excitation and photoisomerization did not overlap,
enabling appropriate selection of the multiphoton light
for “pump” and “trigger” photoswitching, respectively.
Additionally, the large free volume of the spiropyran
(SP) moiety in the solid state promoted reversible
photoisomerization. Switching between “pump” and
“trigger” light is useful for three-color tunable switching
cell imaging, which can be exploited in programmable
fluorescence switching. Furthermore, we exploited re-
versible dual-fluorescence switching in a single molec-
ular system to successfully achieve two-color super-
resolution imaging.

Introduction

Solid-state fluorescence photoswitches that can change their
fluorescence color in response to remote light have received
considerable interest because of their various applications in
optoelectronic devices,[1] information storage,[2] and bio-
logical imaging.[3] Recently, the modification of various
fluorescent groups on classic photoisomerizable moieties,
such as spiropyran (SP),[2a,b,4] dithienylethene,[5] and
fulgide,[2d,6] has enabled the development of a variety of
solid-state photofluorochromic materials. Traditionally, SP
can change from a closed orthogonal form to an open
conjugated zwitterionic merocyanine (MC) under excitation
by light. However, this transition is accompanied by a
noticeable change, namely, red fluorescence.[7] Nonetheless,
the photoisomerized SP can be reversibly recovered under
stimulation with heat or visible light.[8] Photoswitches in
which SP is modified with different fluorogens exhibit novel
dual photofluorochromic properties in the aggregated state
and have versatile applications in several areas, such as anti-
counterfeiting[2b,c,4a,d] and super-resolution imaging.[2b,3d] Gen-
erally, short-wavelength light (λ<420 nm) is used to induce
photoluminescence and photoisomerization in SP-based
solid-state photoswitches. However, photoisomerization of
the SP moiety in photoswitches is highly sensitive to short-
wavelength light,[9] where the molecular structure of the SP-
based photoswitches changes rapidly under irradiation with
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single short-wavelength light. Scheme 1a shows that such
changes inevitably cause the initial fluorescence from the
fluorogen moiety of the SP-based photoswitches to quickly
switch to the red fluorescence of the MC moiety either via
intramolecular energy transfer or charge transfer. However,
the initial fluorescence cannot be stably identified,[10] which
limits the practical applications of these photoswitches.
Selective and stable output of fluorescence signals can be
achieved if the properties of solid-state photoswitches are
controlled and interference from photoluminescence and
photoisomerization are avoided.

In this study, the “Pump–Trigger” strategy is used to
demonstrate reversible solid-state fluorescence switching. It
has been reported that short-wavelength light (λ<420 nm)
can be used to achieve photoisomerization between SP and
MC through a one-photon process, while near-infrared
(NIR) light (780–840 nm) can be used to achieve photo-
isomerization through a two-photon process.[3c, 11] Thus, the
wavelength range of 420–780 nm is suitable as “pump” light
for the photoluminescence of the fluorogen moiety without
inducing photoisomerization of the SP moiety, and UV light
(λ<420 nm) or NIR light (780–840 nm) can act as “trigger”
light to regulate photoisomerization of the solid-state photo-
switches. More importantly, the alternate use of “pump”
light and “trigger” light can possibly enable control of the
fluorescence switching of solid-state photoswitches.

To achieve the fluorescence switching, the fluorogen
moiety of the SP-based photoswitch should be judiciously
selected. Ideally, the moiety should efficiently emit one-
photon fluorescence (OPF) under excitation with visible
light (420–780 nm) and two-photon fluorescence (TPF)
under excitation with NIR light. By compared with the well-
known AIEgens TPE,[12a,b] DSA and its derivatives could not

only provide more suitable excitation bands that extending
to visible light (one-photon process) or NIR light (two-
photon processes), but also possess excellent AIE character-
istics which can obtain highly emission in aggregate
state.[12c–g] Specifically, we develop a novel solid-state
fluorescence photoswitch, BOSA-SP by connecting DSA
derivatives, BOSA, with SP in a one-to-one ratio through a
flexible covalent ester chain. Programmable triple
fluorescence switching characteristics of BOSA-SP can be
achieved as follows under stimulation with “pump” light and
“trigger” light, respectively: 1) under irradiation with
“pump” light (488/950 nm), BOSA-SP can stably emit green
fluorescence in the solid state; 2) under irradiation with
“trigger” light (365/405 nm), BOSA-SP can change to
BOSA-MC. This transformation is accompanied by a
transition from green to red fluorescence and the reverse-
“trigger” light (524 nm) can cause BOSA-MC to revert to
BOSA-SP; 3) under special irradiation with “pump” light
(800 nm), BOSA-SP in the solid state emits dramatic yellow
TPF, which is the superposition of green fluorescence and
red fluorescence; 4) continuous light (800 nm) can also act
as a “trigger” to transform BOSA-SP into BOSA-MC. This
transformation is accompanied by a shift from yellow to red
fluorescence, and the reverse-“trigger” light (524 nm) can
cause BOSA-MC to revert to BOSA-SP in the solid state
(Scheme 1b). Owing to these controllable solid-state triple
fluorescence switching properties, BOSA-SP prospectively
has multiple applications in various fields, such as three-
color tunable switching cellular imaging and two-color
super-resolution imaging.

Scheme 1. a) Schematic illustrating fast fluorescence switching of general SP-based solid-state fluorescence photoswitches under UV-light
irradiation. b) Schematic of controllable triple fluorescence switching of the solid-state photoswitch, BOSA-SP, with multi-waveband light.
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Results and Discussion

Synthesis and Characterization of BOSA-SP

Similar to the reported procedure, BOSA-SP was synthe-
sized by an esterification reaction in which BOSA (DSA
derivative) was connected to SP. The synthesis of BOSA-SP
is shown in Schemes S1–S4. 1H NMR spectroscopy and high-
resolution mass spectroscopy (HRMS) were used to charac-
terize all the compounds.

Controllable Triple Fluorescence Switching

We first studied the photophysical properties of the BOSA-
SP powders upon photoirradiation (Figure 1a). Figures 1b
and d show that before ultraviolet (UV) irradiation, the
BOSA-SP powders were yellow during daylight and emitted
bright green fluorescence under excitation with 365 nm UV
light. The resultant spectra evidenced that the powdered
BOSA-SP absorbed UV light with a λmax peak at 416 nm and
an emission peak centered at 532 nm, which may be
attributed to the BOSA moiety. Under continuous 365 nm

(UV) irradiation, the color of the powders turned purple-
black (Video 1), as evidenced by a new absorption band
(λmax=576 nm), and the fluorescence of the powders
changed from green (532 nm) to red (692 nm) (Figure S1).
Detailed time-dependent spectroscopy studies showed that
under continuous UV-light irradiation, the intensity of the
new absorption (576 nm) and emission peaks (692 nm)
gradually intensified, and the emission peak centered at
532 nm gradually declined (Figures 1c and d). These results
indicate that UV light successfully triggered the switch from
BOSA-SP to BOSA-MC in the solid state (Figure 1a).[2b,c]

And the absorbance of BOSA-MC solid film dropped less
after 48 hours of non-stop testing in a dark environment
(Figure S2). This result demonstrates that BOSA-MC ex-
hibited good stability in the solid state. Additionally, the
color and fluorescence of the BOSA-MC powders could be
restored to their original state under irradiation with 524 nm
light (Figure 1b, S1, and Video 2). Time-dependent spectro-
scopy (Figures 1e and f) showed that the intensity of the
absorption band (576 nm) and emission peak (692 nm)
decreased to the initial state after approximately 3 h of
continuous irradiation with 524 nm light, which further
verified that 524 nm light can effectively trigger the reversal
of BOSA-MC to BOSA-SP in the solid state. This prelimi-
nary test revealed that BOSA-SP in the aggregated state
exhibited reversible fluorescent photoswitching properties
under an alternating trigger of 365 nm light and 524 nm
light. The reversible absorption and emission photores-
ponses of BOSA-SP were evaluated over several cycles,
proving that BOSA-SP exhibits good fatigue resistance
(Figure S3).

The reversible fluorescence switching of BOSA-SP
encouraged us to further explore manipulation of the
photoisomerization of SP-based solid-state photoswitches.
As aforementioned, the non-overlapping waveband (420–
780 nm) is very suitable as “pump” light to steadily excite
the fluorogen moiety and induce photoluminescence without
causing photoisomerization of the SP moiety. Figure S4a
shows that under the excitation with 488 nm light, the
BOSA-SP powders exhibited emission peaks at 540 nm and
695 nm before and after irradiation with UV light, respec-
tively, which confirmed that 488 nm light was appropriate
for fluorescence excitation. In order to verify the effective-
ness and stability of 488 nm light as the “pump” light, the
time-dependence of the fluorescence intensity at 540 nm and
692 nm was evaluated for the BOSA-SP powders after
continuous excitation with 488 nm light (Figure S4b). After
12 min of continuous excitation with 488 nm light
(6.21 mWcm� 2), the fluorescence intensity of BOSA-SP at
540 nm only declined by 8%, and almost no fluorescence
was detected at 692 nm, which suggests that the SP moiety
was ineffectively photoisomerized. Comparatively, BOSA-
SP steadily emitted green fluorescence under continuous
irradiation with “pump” light (488 nm). The pump light
(488 nm) was then switched to the trigger light (405 nm,
7.35 mWcm� 2) (Figure S4b). Notably, decreased (540 nm)
and increased (692 nm) fluorescence were observed under
irradiation with 405 nm light for several minutes before a
photostationary state was reached. Therefore, after excita-

Figure 1. a) Reversible structure isomerization of BOSA-SP and BOSA-
MC. b) UV/Vis absorption spectra of BOSA-SP powders before and
after UV irradiation. The inset shows visible images of the BOSA-SP
powders before and after UV irradiation. Irradiation time-dependent c)
absorbance and d) PL spectra recorded for BOSA-SP powders upon
irradiation with 365 nm light (12.15 mWcm� 2). Irradiation time-
dependent e) absorbance and f) PL spectra recorded for BOSA-MC
powders upon irradiation with 524 nm light (18.54 mWcm� 2). The inset
shows the visible and fluorescence images of the BOSA-SP and BOSA-
MC powders.
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tion by the “pump” light (488 nm), the fluorescence of
excited BOSA-SP can be selectively switched between green
and red under the action of the “trigger” light (365/405/
524 nm).

As aforementioned, “pump” light (488 nm) and “trigger”
light (365/405/524 nm) were successfully used to achieve the
one-photon induced reversible solid-state dual-fluorescence
switching (green-red) of BOSA-SP (Figure 2a). Based on
the two photon-induced photoisomerization of SP and
photoluminescence of DSA derivatives,[11c,12c,g] we studied
the photophysical properties of BOSA-SP powders upon
irradiation with 800 nm NIR femtosecond laser light. In
contrast to the green fluorescence produced after the
BOSA-SP powders were excited with “pump” light
(488 nm), the BOSA-SP powders exhibited a particular
yellow fluorescence under excitation of NIR “Pump light”
(800 nm), which originated from the two-photon process.
The corresponding fluorescence spectrum shows peaks at
526 nm and 671 nm (Figure 2b), corresponding to the
production of yellow fluorescence with coordinates of 0.42
and 0.51 in the CIE chromaticity diagram (Figure 2c). The
results indicate the validity of 800 nm NIR light as the
fluorescence light for excitation. Under continuous irradi-
ation with high-power 800 nm (500 mW) NIR light, the
yellow fluorescence of the BOSA-SP powders eventually
changed to red fluorescence. Figure 2b shows that one
distinct emission peak remained at 675 nm, with CIE
coordinates of 0.63 and 0.37, whereas the emission peak at
526 nm greatly decreased, which suggested that high-power
800 nm NIR light successfully triggered the switch from
BOSA-SP to BOSA-MC in the solid state. Therefore,
BOSA-SP exhibited a third, rare, yellow fluorescence under
excitation with 800 nm NIR light, which selectively switched
to red fluorescence under the manipulation with high-power
“trigger” light (800 nm).

To thoroughly investigate the relationship between the
TPF intensity of BOSA-SP and the excitation power, the

power-dependence of the TPF of the BOSA-SP powders
was studied. We measured the TPF intensity of the emission
band at 475–710 nm with an excitation wavelength of
800 nm (Figure S5). Figure S6 shows the dependence of the
TPF intensity of the BOSA-SP powders on the incident light
power intensity used for excitation. The fitted plots of the
dependence of the fluorescence intensity on the pump light
power intensity within 100–200 mW for the BOSA-SP
powder showed good linear relationships with the slopes
(1.99), which verifies that nonlinear TPF occurred after
excitation with an 800 nm NIR laser.[11c,13] However, when
the pump light power was higher than 200 mW, the emitted
fluorescence began to deviate from the two-photon process.
Speculatively, the following factors induced the deviation:
1) the relatively high pump light power could facilitate
greater transformation from the SP to MC form, while local
overheating of the confined focal plane by the NIR pump
light causes reversion from the MC to SP form;[11c,13] and
2) more BOSA-MC in the powders may lead to intra-
molecular energy transfer from BOSA to the MC moiety,
which could complicate the entire two-photon-excited tran-
sition process of BOSA-MC.[14]

“Pump” NIR light, which can excite the BOSA moiety
effectively without inducing the photoisomerization of SP,
was also examined. To this end, changes in the fluorescence
spectrum of the BOSA-SP powders under irradiation with
950 nm NIR femtosecond light were investigated. Unlike the
two emission peaks (526 nm and 671 nm) in the fluorescence
spectrum under the irradiation with 800 nm light, the
spectrum of the BOSA-SP powders (excitation: 950 nm)
only exhibited an emission band at 525 nm (Figure S7a),
which is consistent with the emission spectrum of the
BOSA-SP powders under irradiation with 488 nm light
(Figure S4a). Moreover, under continuous irradiation with
950 nm NIR light for 7 min, there was little fluctuation in
the green fluorescence (emission: 525 nm) of the BOSA-SP
powders (Figures S7b and S7c), which suggests that 950 nm
NIR light should be effective as “pump” light for manipulat-
ing BOSA-SP to stably emit green fluorescence. Similarly,
after BOSA-SP was continuously irradiated with 800 nm
NIR light, a notable red emission peak centered at 662 nm
appeared, indicating that the transformation of BOSA-SP to
BOSA-MC was successfully triggered (Figure S7a), and
reversible two-photon fluorescence switching was achieved
after irradiation with the 524 nm light. Therefore, the
fluorescence emitted from the photoexcited BOSA-SP can
be selectively switched between green and red by irradiation
with the “trigger” light (800/524 nm) after excitation with
the “pump” NIR light (950 nm). Based on these results, we
successfully manipulated BOSA-SP emission using multi-
photon “pump-trigger” light, achieving stable fluorescence
and programmable switching features, thereby enabling
reversible solid-state three-color fluorescence switching.Figure 2. a) PL spectra of BOSA-SP powders before and after excitation

with a 365 nm (UV) trigger light. The inset shows fluorescence images
of BOSA-SP powders before and after irradiation with 365 nm light.
b) PL spectra of BOSA-SP powders before and after irradiation with
800 nm (NIR) trigger light. The inset shows fluorescence images of the
BOSA-SP powders before and after irradiation with 800 nm light. c) CIE
chromaticity diagram with coordinates corresponding to the emission
(365/800 nm) of BOSA-SP/MC powders.
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Mechanism of Reversible Fluorescence Switching and
Photoisomerization

To explore the mechanism of reversible fluorescence switch-
ing of BOSA-SP, the photophysical properties of SP and
BOSA were investigated (Figure S9a and S9b). Compared
with BOSA-SP, BOSA did not exhibit light-induced
fluorescence switching properties (Figure S8), but exhibited
similar photophysical properties in both powders and
solution state (Figures 1b, 2a, S9a and S10). Moreover, there
was no overlap between the absorption spectrum of SP and
the emission spectrum of BOSA (Figure S9c), which
indicated that there was likely no intramolecular energy
transfer from BOSA to SP. Additionally, the central
distance between the BOSA and SP moieties in the
optimized geometry of the molecular structures of BOSA-
SP was �1.47 nm (Figure S9e), which suggests that intra-
molecular charge transfer from BOSA to SP in BOSA-SP
was unlikely. Thus, the green fluorescence of BOSA-SP was
possibly from the BOSA moiety.[2c] The absorption and
emission spectra of BOSA and BOSA-SP in different polar
solvents were investigated, demonstrating that the absorp-
tion and emission peaks of the two molecules exhibited no
obvious solvatochromic effect (Figure S11), which suggests
that the emission of BOSA-SP was associated with the
locally excited (LE) state of the BOSA moiety.[15] The
natural transition orbital (NTO) of BOSA and BOSA-SP
was further used to analyze the electron transition character-
istics during emission. Figures 3b and S12 show that BOSA-
SP and BOSA exhibited similar hole (the occupied orbital
of the ejected electron) and particle (the virtual orbital at
which the ejected electron is located) location on the BOSA
moiety for the S1!S0 transition, which further confirms that
the emission of the lowest singlet state (S1) of BOSA-SP
came from the LE state of the isolated BOSA moiety.[15b]

Aside from BOSA-SP, the absorption spectrum of the
MC moiety of BOSA-MC substantially overlapped with the
emission spectrum of BOSA moiety (Figure S9d), and the

central distance between the BOSA and MC moieties in the
optimized geometry of the molecular structure of BOSA-
MC was �1.45 nm (Figure S9f).[16] These observations
suggest that intramolecular energy transfer from BOSA to
MC in BOSA-MC plausibly occurred,[2b,17] which possibly
induced the fluorescence switching of BOSA-SP under
irradiation with the “trigger” light. Analysis of the
fluorescence lifetime showed that after the MC moiety was
connected to BOSA, the fluorescence lifetime of BOSA
decreased from 2.13 ns to 1.35 ns, which further suggests
that intramolecular energy transfer occurred (Fig-
ure S13).[2c,14a] The NTO calculations for BOSA-MC show
that the hole and particle involved in the S1!S0 transition in
BOSA-MC were localized on the BOSA moiety, while they
were localized on the MC moiety for the S2!S0 transition
(Figures 3 and S14), which indicate that the green (weak)
and red fluorescence of BOSA-MC came from the BOSA
and MC moieties, respectively.[15b] As a result, the intra-
molecular energy transfer process from BOSA to MC
weakens the green fluorescence from BOSA moiety on one
hand, and enhances the red fluorescence from MC moiety
on the other hand, leading to the switching from green to
red fluorescence of the powders.

To explore the mechanism of reversible photoisomeriza-
tion in the aggregated state, powder X-ray diffraction
(PXRD) measurements of powdered BOSA-SP were per-
formed before and after UV irradiation. Figure S15 shows
that there were no obvious diffraction peaks in the XRD
patterns of the powders in the different states, which means
that the powdered BOSA-SP remained amorphous before
and after it was triggered with UV light. To further explore
the molecular conformation and packing of BOSA-SP in the
aggregated state, molecular dynamics simulations were
performed to predict molecular packing in the solid
state.[2c,18] Figure S16a shows that BOSA-SP and BOSA-MC
adopted a twisted molecular configuration and loose packing
in the aggregated state, accounting for their amorphous
structure. It is noteworthy that the single molecules of
BOSA-SP and BOSA-MC occupied volumes of 66.35�
0.003 and 65.30�0.002, respectively. Compared with the
reported high volume of the SP (69.00�0.21) and MC
(67.60�0.26) moieties,[2c] there was a significant reduction in
the volume occupied by SP and its photoisomers (MC) after
the twisted BOSA moiety was connected, which suggests
that this connection created a large intermolecular space;
the twisted BOSA moiety increased the intermolecular
distance of the MC and SP moieties in the solid state, which
enabled the “trigger” light to induce reversible reversion
between MC and SP in the solid state.

Multi-color Tunable Switching Cellular Imaging

We also explored the application of BOSA-SP in
fluorescence-tunable bioimaging because of the novel solid-
state controllable fluorescence switching properties of
BOSA-SP. After encapsulating BOSA-SP in an amphiphilic
polymer matrix, F127,[19] the one-pot self-assembly method
was used to prepare BOSA-SP nanoparticles (NPs) (Fig-

Figure 3. a) Molecular structures. b) The NTOs and oscillator strengths
(f) for (Sn!S0, n=1 or 2) the optimized geometric states of BOSA,
BOSA-SP, MC, and BOSA-MC.
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ure S17a). The dynamic light scattering (DLS) and trans-
mission electron microscopy (TEM) data (Figure S17b)
show that the BOSA-SP NPs have a small average diameter
of �37 nm. As expected, both the absorption and
fluorescence spectra of the NPs exhibited similar
fluorescence switching characteristics to those of powdered
BOSA-SP (Figures S17c and S17d). After co-culturing HPV
18-positive cell line HeLa (ATCC) cells with the BOSA-SP
NPs at different concentrations for 24 h, all the cells
exhibited high viability (Figure S18), indicating that the
BOSA-SP NPs had relatively low cytotoxicity. HeLa cells
were then incubated with BOSA-SP NPs (50 μgmL� 1) for
2 h at 37 °C. Confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM)
was used to monitor the fluorescence changes in the HeLa
cells. The excitation wavelength and intensity of the green
and red channels were fixed throughout the imaging process.
Figure S19 shows that under constant illumination with
“pump” light (488 nm), the incubated cells steadily fluor-
esced green (ex: 488 nm) in the green channel (490–600 nm)
and faintly fluoresced red (ex: 594 nm) in the red channel
(620–750 nm). Therefore, stable one-photon green
fluorescence images were observed in the merged channel
(Figure 4a). A similar experiment was then performed with
“trigger” light (405 nm) to selectively switch the
fluorescence of the incubated cells. Gradual abatement of
fluorescence in the green channel and gradual intensification
of fluorescence in the red channel were captured as the
irradiation time elapsed. Eventually, the fluorescence of the

cells with contrasting fluorescence gradually switched from
green to red in the merged channel after 20 min of
irradiation (Figure 4b). These findings further demonstrate
the excellent controllable fluorescence output of BOSA-SP
NPs and their viability as dual-color fluorescence dyes for
bioimaging applications.

Based on the cellular imaging results from controllable
OPF switching, we switched from illumination with 405 nm
light to NIR light (800 nm) to explore TPF switching in
cellular imaging applications. The same conditions for
excitation (800 nm) were used for the green and red
channels during imaging. Figure S21 shows that the cells
incubated with BOSA-SP NPs notably fluoresced in the
green (490–590 nm) and red channels (600–750 nm) under
excitation with 800 nm light. Novel two-photon yellow
fluorescence was also observed in the merged channel
(Figure S21c), which is consistent with the TPF properties of
powdered BOSA-SP. The intensity of the 800 nm light was
then fixed and the incubated cells were continuously
illuminated. Similar to the OPF switching, the fluorescence
in the green channel gradually abated, whereas the
fluorescence in the red channel gradually intensified (Fig-
ure S21) as the irradiation time increased. After approx-
imately 20 min of illumination, NIR light was manipulated
to successfully achieve unique two-photon dual-fluorescence
switching from yellow to red for cellular imaging (Fig-
ure S21c). More importantly, merely by switching the wave-
length of “pump” light, high-contrast cells fluorescence

Figure 4. Time-dependent merged OPF confocal images of HeLa cells incubated with BOSA-SP NPs. a) Merged images of cells under continuous
irradiation with “pump light (488 nm)” for 3 min. b) Merged images of cells under continuous irradiation of “trigger light (405 nm)” for 20 min.
Scale bar=10 μm.
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switching (green-yellow) images were easily captured (Fig-
ure 5a and b). Additionally, when the “trigger” light (405/
800 nm) and reversible “trigger” light (524 nm) were used to
illuminate the original incubated cells during CLSM cellular
imaging, two kinds of specific dual-fluorescence switching
(green-red and yellow-red) were further captured (Figure 5).
Based on these results, the confocal imaging of cells with
programmable three fluorescence (green, yellow, and red)

switching was successfully achieved (Figure 5), which greatly
reduce cell autofluorescence interferences and provide high-
contrast and legible cellular images. More importantly,
because BOSA-SP is a single probe, it removes the need for
consolidating different probes to achieve multi-fluorescence
switching, and can be applied in super-resolution imaging
fields.

Two-Color Super-Resolution Imaging

The solid-state dual-fluorescence switching properties of
BOSA-SP inspired us to explore its unique applicability in
the field of two-color super-resolution imaging. To achieve
this goal, BOSA-SP was doped into diblock copolymer
polystyrene-block-poly(ethylene oxide) (PSt-b-PEO) to self-
assemble as cylindrical micelles (Figures 6a and b).[5k]

Micelles with both green and red fluorescence (Figures 6c
and d) were obtained by selecting different filters for
imaging. Compared with the bright-field images, the
fluorescence images acquired in a dark environment were
more distinct, enabling accurate identification of the high-
contrast micelles. However, the quality of the fluorescence
images (Figures 6g and h) is limited by the optical diffraction
of conventional microscopes, which resulted in a rough
appearance of the morphology of the micelles, as evidenced
by their blurry edges. Figures 6g and h also show that the
micelles had a diameter of 524 nm in the green fluorescence
image and 349 nm in the red fluorescence image. To
reconstruct the two-color super-resolution images, the
micelles were stained by continuous irradiation with 561 nm
laser light and intermittent irradiation with 405 nm laser

Figure 5. Merged triple fluorescence (green, yellow, and red) switching
in the confocal images of HeLa cells incubated with BOSA-SP NPs
under illumination at different wavelengths (excitation at a) 488 nm, b)
800 nm, and c) 800 nm). Scale bar=50 μm.

Figure 6. a) and b) Bright-field microscope images showing morphology of micelles. Conventional c) green and d) red fluorescence microscope
images. Relative super-resolution imaging for e) green and f) red fluorescence. g) Green and h) red conventional fluorescence and super-resolution
imaging of the cross-sectional profiles of the PSt-b-PEO cylindrical micelles at the dashed lines of the microscopy images.
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light to regulate the two-color ON/OFF fluorescence switch-
ing of the BOSA-SP molecules. As shown in Figure 6e and
f, novel two-color super-resolution imaging of the micelles
was realized. Compared with the higher full width at half-
maximum (FWHM) in conventional fluorescence imaging,
the FWHM of super-resolution imaging, which greatly
improved the quality of images, was calculated to be as low
as 31 nm for green fluorescence and 43 nm for red
fluorescence. The fluorescence quantum efficiency of the
DSA derivate, BOSA, was notably high: the average photon
numbers were 1213 for green fluorescence and 651 for red
fluorescence (Figure S22a and S22b). Based on these values,
further calculations using the Fourier ring correlation[20]

showed that the overall resolution of the green fluorescence
in super-resolution imaging was 46.43�1.91 nm, which is
better than 49.58�2.39 nm for the red fluorescence (Fig-
ure S22c and S22d). Notably, BOSA-SP can innovatively
achieve two color super-resolution imaging in one single
molecular system. Furthermore, considering that the
STORM super-resolution imaging quality is inseparable
from the detected average photo number of fluorescent
photoswitches, it allows us to further develop progressive
super-resolution imaging technology that simultaneously
collects multispectral photo numbers in both green and red
fluorescence channels. The higher resolution and sharper
images of STORM super-resolution imaging is therefore
anticipated.

Conclusion

This study demonstrated the interesting solid-state
fluorescence photoswitching of a novel spiropyran (SP)-
functionalized distyrylanthracene derivative, BOSA-SP.
More importantly, BOSA-SP was used to successfully
achieve rarely observed triple fluorescence switching in a
single system. To observe photoswitching, we used the
“Pump–Trigger” strategy, in which the “pump” light (488/
800/950 nm) induces photoluminescence and the “trigger”
light (405/524/800 nm) activates reversible photoisomeriza-
tion. This approach enables stable fluorescence and pro-
grammable switching in the aggregated state. Notably, such
fluorescence switching is very efficient in the solid powders
and nanoaggregates, which encouraged us to explore their
potential application in advanced fluorescence microscopy.
The present results show that using programmable “pump”
and “trigger” lights in a single molecular system is suitable
for in situ three-color tunable switching cell imaging and
two-color super-resolution imaging. Thus, we envisage that
this strategy may facilitate the development of multimodal-
ity fluorescence photoswitches and enrich the chemistry of
photochromics. Furthermore, the stable dual fluorescence
photoswitching feature is anticipated to improve the spatial
resolution of super-resolution imaging, which increases the
total photon number collected simultaneously from two
channels of a single agent.
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